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Budget and Finance Committee
clo Erika Pulst, Office of the City Clerk
Room 395, City Hall
Los Angeles CA 90012

IMPACT OF 2013·14 BUDGET ON DEPARTMENT OF ANIMAL SERVICES

Honorable Councilmembers:

We appreciate the opportunity to provide the Committee with Animal Services' feedback on the
proposed 2013-14 budget.

We have worked closely with the Mayor's Office and the Office of the City Administrative Officer
(CAO) in the development of the budget. The Department recognizes that the Charter-
mandated deadline to submit the budget results in last-minute changes that departments are not
privy to. In addition, we also know that the Mayor and CAO need to address citywide budgetary
issues. However, the consequences of this approach are that significant budgetary changes
are made without departmental input. In our case, we have significant issues with the 2013-14
document and are gravely concemed about our ability to run this organization with the proposed
funding.

Without understanding the rationale or details of the changes released on Monday, April 22, we
have no other option than to clearly articulate why the proposed budget will have a negative
impact on our operations. Implementing the Mayor's budget will force the closure of either one
large shelter, or two smaller shelters, require layoffs, add safety risks, lower animal care below
humane standards, and increase the annual euthanasia rate by 2,500 to 4,000.

Although the Mayor's proposed budget shows an additional 12 Animal Care Technicians (ACTs)
and $280,000 for security, it did not authorize the seven filled Clerk Typist positions. The cost
projected by the Department of filling the 313 authorized positions, plus 16 ACT positions
unanimously approved by City Council, and seven filled, but unauthorized Clerk Typist
positions, using salary rates taken directly from approved Memorandums of Understanding,
would be $20,912,811. The salary budget proposed by the Mayor for the Department is
$19,707,238 - a difference of $1,205,573. The proposed budget is not enough to hire any of
the 16 Animal Care Technicians needed to maintain the graveyard shift, as authorized by the
Budget and Finance Committee on April 16, 2013 (C.F. 13-0345-S1). In fact, approval of the
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proposed budget would require a reduction in the current authorized staffing level by as many
as 10 or more through attrition. The Department will have no option but to consider eliminating
graveyard, reducing hours or closing additional days, or closing a shelter if we are left without
the additional ACTs and Clerk Typists.

The seven Clerk Typist positions are all filled, but are not listed, funded, nor authorized in the
Mayor's budget. Retaining all seven Clerk Typists is critical to keep all six shelters open,
maintain revenue collection, and offer barely adequate customer service. The Department
opposes the deletion of these employees. Currently up to four Clerks work at a shelter. Losing
seven Clerks would impact our ability to operate two shelters. If they remain absent from the
budget, Animal Services would be forced to close one or two shelters.

Given the short time between receipt of budget and the deadline for written responses, we have
not had time to receive requested data and fully analyze the proposed changes or confer with
the CAO to obtain the details and rationale behind these changes. As a result, we have
highlighted some areas for clarification or future discussion:

1. Item 11 (page 16 of the Detail of Department Programs, Volume I) provides for the
deletion of funding and authority for one Sr. Animal Control Officer II. Currently all eight
Sr. ACO II authorities are filled. We are already on record as opposing deletion of any
filled position, and we oppose this deletion as it would result in a lay-off.

However, we do support filling the Director of Field Operations referenced in Item 11
with a candidate from within the Department, and deleting the resultant vacant position
and funding created by the internal promotion. The Personnel Department has not
yet determined the eligibility requirements, including which classification(s) are eligible to
compete. As a result, it is premature to identify any specific classification that will be
vacated as the result of an internal promotion.

2. The proposed budget contains one-time savings that do not exist. We respect the
difficult position the CAO is in, recognize the CAO's need in implementing the City-wide
budget, and the role of the Managed Hiring Committee. We are also on record stating
that we have and will successfully implement any budget adopted by the City. However,
we want to make it clear that some of the "savings" listed in the proposed budget are
already claimed in other parts of the budget.

3. There are many changes in the final document that differ from the Department's budget
request, or the budget discussions. (For example, budget items 6, 13, 15, 16, 17, 19,
and 20, are lower than previously discussed, and lower than required to fund the stated
program.) The Department has requested detail that supports those reduced amounts.
The proposed budget contains new reductions in position authorities without
explanation. The Department has requested additional information.

We anticipate (and ask) that the Budget and Finance Committee consider these issues and
address them. These proposed cuts come at a time when this Department is turning things
around. Some of our performance metrics are the best in many years. In 2012, we received
three Quality and Productivity Commission awards, and the Higgins and Langley Memorial
Award in Swift Water Rescue, which brought positive national recognition to the City. We have
developed new savings, and have been compelled to find efficiencies.
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It is important to note that Department staff are creative in how they can maintain a reasonable
level of service with fewer resources. Although this is admirable, the fact is that we are
adversely affecting services to the community. For instance, due to low staffing, when we get a
call from a constituent to capture a possibly "poisonous" snake, Animal Control Officers (ACOs)
now ask the resident to get close enough take a picture and text it to the officer's cell phone.
This is done to determine if the snake is venomous and that it is absolutely necessary to
dispatch (often) a lone officer who is covering multiple Council Districts. These shortfalls force
our enforcement staff to focus only on high-priority calls and at the expense of other competing,
but important activities, such as licensing.

Due to limited personnel and full shelters, ACTs often wash down kennels without following
proper disinfectant protocols, just so animals don't have to sit in fecal matter. Last year, our
shelters and medical teams faced serious disease control issues due in part to not following
these protocols. This led to more unnecessary medical euthanasia of the animals we are
entrusted to care for properly.

It is not comfortable for me to have to point out what I consider to be shortfalls in this budget, as
our Mayor has been a good friend to the animals and the Department. However, I have a
responsibility to inform the Mayor and City Council of the budget's impact on departmental
operations. Thus, I feel obligated to convey clearly what the Department will or will not be able
to accomplish under the circumstances.

Thank you for your consideration. We look forward to working with the Mayor, City Council and
CAO in the coming weeks to determine which core services the City desires that we maintain
and which we can eliminate in the coming fiscal year.

?ounL4 7 ~~
BRENDA F. BARNETTE
General Manager

Cc: Monique Earl, Mayor's Office
Miguel Santana, Office of the CAO
Gerry Miller, Office of the CLA
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